Where are they now? – Class of 2015

The Dandenong High School Class of 2015 students have successfully transitioned into a range of destinations of their choice and although we all miss them here at school, the entire community wishes them well in their future endeavors, and we hope that they continue to think fondly of their time at school and visit us in the future.

Out of a class of over 300, 235 students applied for University or TAFE courses and 218 students received an offer for Tertiary study in the first round! A further 14 students received an offer either by direct application or in subsequent rounds. This is a fantastic outcome for any school, but for a school whose cohort is so diverse and for students who have faced significant personal hardships and challenges throughout their schooling, it is even more impressive.

Dandenong High School students will be attending University of Melbourne, Monash University, RMIT University and Deakin University as well as a variety of other destinations including Swinburne, Victoria University, Holmesglen and Chisholm TAFE’s.

The most popular types of course selected are Management and Commerce with strong interest in courses within the Society and Culture faculty such as Social Work and also the Health faculty. Interest in Engineering remains strong with 32 students accepting offers within this field. Other areas of interest for study include Creative Arts, Architecture, Information Technology, Education and Science.

7 Year 12 students have been successful in obtaining an Apprenticeship in a variety of fields including Electrical, Automotive and Civil Construction. Congratulations to these students on obtaining this combined work/training option in a very competitive field.

Finding post school employment allows students to not only earn some essential money, but to build their skills and maturity whilst they continue to decide on their future goals and aspirations. 30 students from the Class of 2015 are now working either full or part time. Some of the areas of work include hospitality, business and retail as well as marketing and the automotive industry.

Congratulations to all students from the Class of 2015! Your whole school community wishes you well as you move into your exciting new world.